Geotechnical Engineering is a branch of Civil Engineering which deals with man made materials (concrete, steel, etc) on top of or as inclusions into soils or rocks which are naturally made. The process of interaction between man made materials and the soils and rocks is through methods of construction which is time consuming. A construction process could take a week to several years, through which the materials could change their properties. Specially soils and rock degrade much quicker due to weathering process, stress release (like in excavations), loading process, or drillings and blasting operations. Another aspect to consider is earthquakes which generate a wave of energy propagating from rock beneath the earth toward ground surface which could result in severe damages to the man made infrastructures. These make modeling and simulation of interaction between those materials a complex process.

The modeling and simulation of these phenomena is a difficult task. First, the properties of the materials need to be defined properly. Man made materials are easier to model, however soils and rocks are uncertain, since the strata might change drastically in a few meters distance and the process of formation by nature could take thousands or millions of years.

This paper illustrates the author experience in modeling and simulating the process of construction through various projects in Indonesia and overseas. The predictions include the stresses (normal stress, shear stress, bending force) induced by the interactions of those materials in construction process, displacements as a result of gravity force or construction loads, development of pore water pressures in the soil pores and their effects on the stability. Landslide occurrences and seismic wave propagations can also be modelled. Overall the paper point out the importance of modeling and simulation as interactive analysis and design process.
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